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What do you value?
What are the things that are most 
important to you?
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When you hear ‘climate change’ 
what words spring to mind?
When you hear ‘low emissions’ 
what words spring to mind?
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Climate change communication history

Quoted: Newsroom

"There’s a ticking time bomb coming down the line and there is cause for 
concern. It’s not like a terrorist attack or a plane crash, these things are slowly 
creeping into our future."

University of Canterbury's Professor Matthew Turnbull on the threat of climate change.

https://sciencemediacentre.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=82dd1bbc8e7ac2ef3dbf30994&id=7e7a66d5d6&e=f4465fd753
https://sciencemediacentre.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=82dd1bbc8e7ac2ef3dbf30994&id=717a9c9cde&e=f4465fd753
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11,944 climate abstracts from 1991-2011 analysed
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A new study finds overwhelming odds that humans have contributed to higher global 
temperatures – so how much are we willing to gamble that it’s wrong? Kraevski Vitaly/Shutterstock

4 September 2014
99.999% certainty humans are driving global warming: new study

The Conversation

http://www.shutterstock.com/pic-207267775/stock-photo-blackjack-in-a-casino-a-man-makes-a-bet-and-puts-a-chip.html?src=h9NASrwgHRL54Lb0par-bg-1-0
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J Exp Psych 2018



Passivity- Waiting for Climate Change

“Politicians discussing climate change” by Spanish sculptor Isaac Cordal

http://cementeclipses.com/Works/follow-the-leaders/


https://www.slideshare.net/stephaniechasteen/speaking-of-physics-the-art-of-science-
communication/10-Science_Communication_Models1_scientic_literacy



•Invasion Biology: Specific Problems and Possible Solutions

•Article (PDF Available) in Trends in Ecology & Evolution 32(1) · November 2016 with 1,103 
ReadsDOI: 10.1016/j.tree.2016.11.001

https://www.researchgate.net/journal/0169-5347_Trends_in_Ecology_Evolution


JJ on Wikimedia



Three perspectives on behavior change for serious games
Conference Paper (PDF Available) · April 2013



Doom & Gloom & Powerlessness

https://flic.kr/p/5fLguahttps://flic.kr/p/bq4JLC



Low Emissions

https://flic.kr/p/hK5KXw https://flic.kr/p/cxuHqu https://flic.kr/p/nxf68r

It’s good for the environment



Complexity of wicked problems

http://www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in/files/file/international-case-studies-public-communication-and-consultation-strategies-low-
emission.pdf
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“I discuss how we can frame evidence about 
important social issues through the lens of shared 
helpful values. These sorts of frames lead to a 
greater likelihood that people will see and believe 
the evidence that scientists and researchers 
produce, but that is too often ignored or 
overshadowed in public debate.

Frame evidence about climate change, for 
example, through values of care for each other 
(as opposed to our demise in a mega storm). 
People are much more likely to see and act on 
effective climate action evidence if you do.”
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Participatory

Science

Robust 
Science

Pedagogical 
Rigour

Engagement



Wakatipu Snow Study – AJ Mason
“It wouldn’t have had same impact if hadn’t had PSP format  - allows people to engage 

and activates curiosity because it’s practical and hands on. 

Not been so much about informing the public about the science of snow, but about 

exposing them to the scientists of snow – actual trial and tribulations.”

“I’m not trying to say that scientists are just normal 

people- actually I’m trying to put them on a par with 

firemen- they sweat and they work incredibly hard. 

I’m exceptionalising scientists, to get people 

thinking “they worked that hard to get that result, it 

must be worthwhile”. 

It’s so important to also link in the humanities, we 

are doing this with historical photos.” https://flic.kr/p/hhnQ9y



“Make scientists firemen- create heroes. If you do this 

(action), you will rescue/save these people. People will 

rally to this, rather than an ‘eat your vegetables’. Turn 

climate change into a story of courage for all of us, for 

us all to be the hero.

It’s not about changing truth or facts – it’s about the 

framing in courage- the action itself is courageous.

PSP gives the opportunity to frame things in the right 

way. Showing people the act of science and letting 

them experience science is important. “I had no idea 

that scientists work so hard”.

The communication medium we need is not facts and 

reason, but emotion instead.”
https://flic.kr/p/2452Rgq

Wakatipu Snow Study – AJ Mason
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Ideas to action



Full STEaM Ahead – Opunake
Primary (Lorraine Williamson)

•Kids doing enquiries were always asking if 
school could run out of energy

•Solution to power the kitchen garden

•Looked at all forms of electricity  
generation

•Wind generation focus

•Outcome was unexpected – gas stoves



Opunake

“raised awareness of 

environmental issues in 

the local context”



Antarctic Time Travel

•Visitors were able to identify some the key 
take-home messages from the exhibition.

•Experiencing the exhibition resulted in a 
slight increase in the level of concern over 
the impacts of climate change.



Antarctic Time Travel

•In the follow-up survey several weeks after the event, although most 
participants had entered a commit statement in Part 2, most now 
denied it. A number couldn’t remember what they had entered. 

•There was avoidance around answering these questions around the 
commit board with 54% answering N/A as to the extent that they had 
committed to their action. Low percentages of participants indicated 
that they were very or completely committed to their action (24% in 
total). Participants were also non-committal around whether they 
would commit in the future with most again choosing N/A.



Far From Frozen – Craig Grant

• virtual reality and holographic experiences, hands-on interactive displays, and 

accessible demonstrations of climate change science together with its projected 

impacts (on NZ cities). 

• engaged over 35,000 students, teachers and families at main centres and rural schools 

around NZ



FfF goes to Niue & Cook Is

•Top ten most vulnerable communities to extreme 
weather events & rising sea levels

•Have had little exposure to, or communication of, 
science behind CC

•Successful mission



Prof James Renwick

•Gives simple overview of scientific principles 

• “Then, I aim to connect CC effects to local communities and the audience, in 
terms of local issues.”

•“Balances approaches that “scare” people and those that give us “hope”. I am 
not convinced that we need to focus on opportunities and hope as I think we all 
need a clear-eyed understanding of the dangers we face.”

https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/breakfast/clips/expect-more-and-more-powerful-storms-like-hurricane-irma-as-climate-change-raises-world-
temperatures
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jy8qOmfwAc8

https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/breakfast/clips/expect-more-and-more-powerful-storms-like-hurricane-irma-as-climate-change-raises-world-temperatures
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jy8qOmfwAc8


“You don’t have to be a Carbon Jesus”

“Public don’t have a very good idea about what action is 
required. So we need to do better at communicating, and 
provide tangible action ideas. A positive future is often 
what people want to focus on. People want to feel 
empowered, not helpless or a lack of hope.

Ozone hole and climate change are all one for some 
people.

Best tangible action aside from public transport, lightbulbs 
etc is to talk about it with the people around you.

Have I made a difference though? I’m reaching mainly the 
engaged.”



Sophie Fern

Pondered the ‘What things are going to be’ rhetoric (technofuture, 
apocalyptic, agrarian-utopic):

•Avoid the apocalyptic – “it makes me want to go to bed and never 
get up. Agrarian-utopia is fine if you’re able bodied with time. The 
technofuture one is the one that most gets up my nose though. It’s 
the “we don’t need to do anything because “scientists” will come up 
with something that will save us” narrative. It allows us to take no 
personal responsibility as “they” will save us. Classic fairy tale heroine 
narrative. This is also a top down non-participatory approach.”

•“still arguing whether climate change is even a thing or not, which 
takes all the energy away from possible futures.”



Veronika Meduna

1. Inspire people to change their own behaviour to reduce their own 
carbon footprint or become active in calling on companies (their 
own workplace) and/or local authorities to mitigate emissions.

2. Building bridges: Any project that connects otherwise not well 
overlapping groups is always worth doing. 
1. E.g. Sarah Meads at Track Zero, 

2. Katherine Hayhoe's Twitter feed and public speaking (she's great at 
combining religion and science/climate - https://twitter.com/KHayhoe). 

https://twitter.com/KHayhoe


Veronika Meduna

3. Visualisation: Ed Hawkins has done hundreds of stories about 
climate change with his data viz, from his initial climate spirals to 
the current climate stripes. 

4. Scientists speaking in their own voice. Any form of participatory 
science also falls into this - any place really where scientists are 
just ordinary people, meeting other ordinary people. But it can 
also be scientists writing - or taking a personal challenge (e.g. 
Shaun Hendy's year of no flying).

https://www.climate-lab-book.ac.uk/visualisation-resources/



Assoc Prof Rebecca Priestly

•“most of the science communciation I’ve done, e.g., Listener articles 
and books, is preaching to the converted” 

•“The thing that might have made a difference is my/our teaching, 
especially the MOOC Cliff and I did about Antarctica. We got an 
international audience and some students who started as climate 
change deniers reported changing their mind about CC over the 
course of the MOOC.”

•E.g. One response: “... [being surprised by] gaining an insight into 
how the scientists interpret the geological evidence and analyse the 
composition of the rocks, fossils and air trapped in ice to piece 
together the story of how Antarctica has got to where it is today.” 
(Antarctica Online, Module 2, unpublished data)



Assoc Prof Rebecca Priestly

•“Up until a few years ago, I would class myself as being more of a 
man-made climate change sceptic, than a follower. The key thing that 
this course has provided, is that it has left me in no doubt that man-
made climate change is real and needs to be addressed; it is not what 
I expected to get from the course.” (ICE101X, Post-course Survey, 
unpublished data)

•“I was immersed with stories from lives long past, adventures 
happening now, and information on climate change that people in my 
area of the USA balk at – that I balked at but don’t anymore since I’ve 
been offered a new understanding of what’s happening.” (ibid)

Rebecca Priestley, Jacqueline Dohaney, Cliff Atkins, Rhian Salmon,
Kealagh Robinson ‘Engaging new Antarctic learners and ambassadors through flexible learning, open education and immersive video 
lectures’. Polar Record, accepted, in press



Gabby O’Connor
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What it really looks like…



Hamish McCormick

Targeted school kids to get families and communities
Trojan horse of art



Hamish McCormick



Hamish McCormick

Main strength is that connecting local environment to bigger piece  of 

puzzle – able to incorporate local knowledge and experience

Place based



Pilot Completed artwork on permanent display
normalise the convo



The Unseen: Statistics

•16 schools in Nelson/Tasman/Marlborough/Wellington

•Approx 1600 participants including students, teachers, 
parents, general public, artists, conference attendees

•39 workshops 

•15-180 participants per workshop

•15km rope

•35,000 cable ties

•3 exhibitions so far
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Dr. Markus Pahlow, UC

https://flic.kr/p/X2thDW

“Challenges his engineering students to be the 
change and to get out there and 
communicate” 



Plastics momentum

https://flic.kr/p/dPjB2M https://flic.kr/p/97JEUc



https://putnam-consulting.com/philanthropy-411-blog/3-reasons-to-evaluate-your-grantmaking/

https://putnam-consulting.com/philanthropy-411-blog/3-reasons-to-evaluate-your-grantmaking/


Learnings

•Build optimism and hope

•Keep it simple

•Build in fun

•Use stories and metaphor/analogy

•Have many conversations; scaffold

•Use shared helpful values, know audience values

•Involve your audience’s knowledge in the conversation

https://www.slideshare.net/stephaniechasteen/speaking-of-physics-the-art-of-science-
communication/10-Science_Communication_Models1_scientic_literacy



Learnings

•Balance accuracy and interest

•Inspire and motivate to action

•Build a team = team sport

•Kids as the conduit

•Use participatory approaches + locally relevant/relatable

•Show scientist’s stories, and as relatable humans/or superheroes

•Growth mindset and optimism – bright spots



Learnings

•Transdisciplinary approaches to science and 
comms

•Awareness of interconnectedness

•Use visualisation

•Use art

•Placemaking – value of place. Communicating 
research and history and knowledge about a 
place, in the place where you are doing it

https://flic.kr/p/eWXcrN
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